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**Reviewer's report:**

Dear Authors

Your research efforts and dedication to the review process are commendable. I suggest a few Minor Essential Revisions before publication:

1. **Abstract**
   1.1 (line 34) Capitalize 'following' after the subtitle Materials and Methods

2. **Introduction**
   2.1 (line 68) Are wounds 'the' main cause or 'a' main cause of disability... If they are the main cause, this line should be referenced.

3. **Material and Methods**
   3.1 (line 193) Should it be that the 'incision was made through the skin and subcutaneous tissue' vs cutaneous tissue, since cutaneous tissue implies the 'skin'.

   3.2 (line 253) Correct spelling: Estimation

4. **Table 6.** Title of table. Should it read 'Mean change...' vs. 'Mean increase...' in the paw volume, since at first it got worse at first, then improved over time in all treatment groups?

**Level of interest:** An article of importance in its field

**Quality of written English:** Needs some language corrections before being published

**Statistical review:** No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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